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BiographyEN

 (b. 1986, FR) is a Brussels based artist. He uses existing forms 
which he borrow, alters, and brings further. Elements in his work can 
be understood by themselves or as a whole; a coherent and solid set 
of objects that can be interchangeable. Starting points for abstract  
sculptures come from elements of architecture, daily life, modulations, 
serial variations, units of measure and of report. The forms in his work 
are extracted from their context in order to appropriate and multiply 
them to obtain new rational forms. He has worked with and exhibited 
with institutions such as Kunsthal Charlottenborg (Copenhagen), DASH 
(Courtrai), Levy Delval (Brussels), Salon Montrouge (France), 221A  
(Vancouver), residencies in Hangar (Lisbon), Aldea (Bergen) and CCA 
Andratx (Palma). Actually in residency at Cité Internationale des Arts 
Paris (France).
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TextEN, by Timothée Chaillou

 A series of stainless steel plates (M. V. No. 1 & 2, 
2016) and vases (the V. series) embedded inside smooth 
concrete blocks, thereby only displaying their containing 
quality, turn these forms into rolls and steles of perfo-
rated concrete. The only visible parts are their rims, their 
ori ce and their interior; “by remaining some time near 
the iridescent surface, we shall understand the value 
of depth.”1 In this encounter between the red clay, the 
molten metal and the cold cast concrete, at the center of 
these grey monoliths and bas-reliefs, the rims of these 
receptacles are circles of colors amid an ash gray sur-
face.

These circles that can also be found on the wall (2 
cercles, 2012, 2014 and 2015) and at the center of the 
ensemble, the tool that produced them: a piece of wood. 
For Valérian Goalec, this adaptable wall painting, where 
the circles delineate a space, is a “descriptive surface 
marker.” In M. No 1. A (2016), a vase serves as a mea-
suring tool for its own altar: it is set on a oor shelf, the 
dimensions of which are those of its mount.

Other marks can be seen at the bottom of a gray canvas, 
onto which two points are transferred, representing the 
size of a selected object (Untitled, 2016). Nothing more 
is revealed. It will remain the hidden tool of an abstract 
motif. A set of cardboard packaging forms yet another 
abstract ensemble: shrewdly turned inside out and me-
ticulously combined, barren of any slogan or information 
(Retenue No. 1, 2016). Whether they be white or gray, 
they are the vehicles of a consumerist ideal detached 
from any kind of branding. A “formal communism” (De-
leuze)?

1Gaston Bachelard, Water and Dreams, 1983, p. 11.
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M.V.2020

satinless steel plates, aluminium plates, concrete
variables dimensions

 groupshow: Radar
 commissaire: Trees De Mites
 location: NZ space, Arendonk (BE)
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V. N°602020

aluminum vases, concrete
90 x 60 x 30 cm

 groupshow: Radar
 commissaire: Trees De Mites
 location: NZ space, Arendonk (BE)
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Potentialities2020

office chair, plastic knives
variables dimensions

 solo show: A Lukewarm B 
 curator: Federica Franscesconi
 location: Spazio Orr, Brescia (IT)
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Used for a time2020

borrowed glasses, teinted water
variables dimensions

 solo show: A Lukewarm B 
 curator: Federica Franscesconi
 location: Spazio Orr, Brescia (IT)
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Trophy of my absence2020

Ceramic, fabric
variables dimensions

 solo show: A Lukewarm B 
 curator: Federica Franscesconi
 location: Spazio Orr, Brescia (IT)
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To a Social distance2019

Stainless steel pipe, water pump, water 32°C, aluminium 
pot, PVC piping
Variables dimensions

 group show: Natural Blood Circulation 
 curator: Cameron Macleod
 location: Aldea residency, Bergen (NO)

This railing has been moved from the entrance and 
slightly modified to receive a continuous flow of wa-
ter. The water is maintained at a temperature of 32 °C 
which corresponds to the heat of human skin surface. 
The railing calls the hands of the spectator to come and 
touch in order to share this common surface. This work 
questions the elements that we share everyday in public 
places.

The circulating and reheating tools of the water are left 
visible in the space by the spectator leaving the whole 
as a body composed of a heart, brain, blood, veins and 
bones.
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Trophy of my absence2019

Pringles, cardboard boxes, dust cover
Variables dimensions

 group show: Natural Blood Circulation 
 curator: Cameron Macleod
 location: Aldea residency, Bergen (NO)

A residence is always the beginning of new encoun-
ters, with people, places but also a workspace, new 
tools and a new way of living and eating. During my 
residency in Bergen, Norway, I started my research 
around boredom in the office, and games to do with 
elements of everyday life. Among these games I found 
a challenge taken by the brand Pringles in 2000, which 
consists in producing a perfect circle with these  
famous crisps with a particular shape.

Having in my turn to try to realize my perfect circle, I 
decided to present this sculpture of beginning of resi-
dency on all the boxes of objects that I buy during the 
month of residence, convert of a fabric anti dust the 
base resonates like an immobile ghost overhung by a 
trophy of chips.
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Intended Earshot2018

 personal exhibition: Intended Earshot
 curator: Maxime Souvent (Coherent)
 location: The Others Art Fair, Turin (IT)
 text: Maxime Souvent 

‘Intended Earshot is an optimized exhibition space, a 
conceptual work with the intention of minimizing objects 
in space. In the form of corporate promotional welcome 
space, only clothing, accessories and promotional furni-
ture are presented, alongside a single video.

Valérian Goalec interrogates the space doubly. Mainly, 
with the notion of proxemia, which is the study of our 
relationship and interaction with the material space but 
also with the birth of a new formal space for discussion. 
In response to the site of The Others 2018.Valerian pre-
sents a collection of videos recorded in the pipes and 
other complex spaces of the former Maria Adelaide Hos-
pital, using a pipe inspection camera it opens the view 
to what we can not see. This work is a way for the artist
to open also new spaces of discussion and to question 
the notion of Junkspace largely developed by the wri-
tings of Rem Koolhaas.’
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Tell me, where do2018

Inspection of the piping with a special camera inside 
the hospital Maria Adelaide, Turin (IT)
duration: 2’13 min

 personal exhibition: Intended Earshot
 curator: Maxime Souvent (Coherent)
 location: The Others Art Fair, Turin (IT)

Collection of videos recorded in the pipes and other 
complex spaces of the old hospital Maria Adelaide. 
Using a pipe inspection camera, these videos open the 
eyes to what we can not see. This work is a way to open 
new spaces for discussion and to question the notion of 
‘Junkspace’ largely developed by the writings of Rem 
Koolhaas.

link of the video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ka1_lQQQgQM
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Behind the less2018

Office furniture, inspection hatches
Variable dimenions

 collective exhibition: On materiality
 curator: Joachim Coucke
 location: Dash, Courtrai (BE)

Corporate furniture whose addition of inspection hatches 
offers added legibility. The opaque structure of these 
objects becomes obsolete, it becomes possible for the 
viewer to inspect the object from new angles.
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Used for a time2018

Retention tray Stainless steel, vases, watter
water pump system.
300 x 80 x 125 cm

 collective exhibition: On materiality
 curator: Joachim Coucke
 location: Dash, Courtrai (BE)

The overflow fountains are made from objects found on 
the exhibition site. Used for a time is a continuous water 
pump system that injects water into «container objects» 
to use their vacant space to the fullest extent. Placed 
on a grid over a holding tank, water circulates between 
each object drip.
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For his desk2018

Teinted plexiglas, stainless steel screw
stainless steel shelves
80 x 30 x 42 cm

 collective exhibition: Copies
 curator: Théophile Calot
 location: Eric Mouchet, Paris (FR)

Extracted from the existing proportions of any objects, 
these templates are the means for Valerian Goalec to 
capture lines, curves and dimensions without using tra-
ditional metric tools.

Thus, he justifies by these rules choices of forms and 
spacings in all his work. The detachment of a conven-
tional system is a way of breaking standards while  
exploiting them.
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Ten Cookies against the wall2018

Concrete, resin
75 x 68 x 32 cm

 personal exhibition: Potentiality of Ten
 location: L21 Gallery, Palma (SP)

Enlarging 10 times their actual size, and made of concrete, 
the speculoos here become imposing and heavy sculp-
ture, piled on top of each other, they highlight their com-
plex design made of repeating lines and an imposing 
logo.

This work questions the design of these families of foods 
shaped by man, The history of the biscuit speculoos  
Lotus is all the more interesting for its forgotten past in 
favor of a marqueting related to coffee.
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Untitled portrait series2017

Metal structure, paper cup
169 x 24 x 12,5 cm

 collective exhibition: La Norme Idéale
 curator: Florent Delval
 location: LevyDelval, Brussels (BE)

 Untitled portrait, No. 1 was also at:
 L’Économie des Apostrophes invited by:
 Béatrice Balcou, curated by Julie Pellegrin
 location: La Ferme du Buisson Noisiel (FR)

These volumes are some representations based on di-
mensions borrowed from my own body dimensions, like 
the Corbusier’s Modulor. Inspired by industrial shelves, 
these shapes try to question the voids created by sto-
rage systems in vertical and horizontal forms. Cut out of 
the sturcutres two pre-cut forms allow the deployment 
of a support objects from mass consumption.
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Trophies2019

Vidéo, 7’10 min

 This work was shown at Hangar,
 Centro de Investigação with the support of
 W.B.I. (Wallonie Bruxelles International)
 Lisbon (PT)

This work is the result of a period of residency at Hangar 
in Lisbon. Firstly it’s a study of the industrial forms of 
food, especially biscuits and cookies, a very widespread 
market in Portugal. The end result of a series of com-
positions and building sets made with these food forms 
close to architectural building elements and Minimal Art. 
A 7 minutes video traces the series of frozen sculptures 
using a 3 dimensional scanner.

This work is the first step of a series of studies on food 
and these human industrial drawn forms. With the sup-
port of Wallonie Bruxelles International, the second 
stage will be a second period of residency in Hangar at 
the end of 2019 then a book in 2020.

Link to the video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ak- k3y2ytJAo
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Retenue2016

Print on Blue back
100 x 75 cm

According to a simple protocol, the recovered, disas-
sembled carton packs are then returned, leaving only 
their functional part visible. This photograph shows the 
structural envelope of a commercial tool sans les signes 
classiques du packaging.
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My, your, our2017

Print on blue back
75 x 100 cm
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Aswak Souss2017

Aluminium plats, concrete
Dia. 33 cm, 9 cm

 collective exhibition: 62eme Salon de Montrouge
 curator: Ami Barak & Marie Gautier
 location: Beffroi, Montrouge (FR)

Two sculptures resulting from a protocol which states to 
fill the empty spaces separating two containing objects 
put back to back by concrete. This procotole aims to 
question the empty spaces created by everyday objects.
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The Stanley Parable2014

Wall display, 10 pages
Robot Drawings on paper A4

 collective exhibition: The Stanley Parable
 curator: Florent Delval
 location: Levy Delval (BE)

Since 2011, different series of drawings and random 
paintings implemented in a robotic way are realized. The 
first series was conducted in collaboration with LARAS 
(Research Laboratory in the Field of Arts and Sciences) 
The first step is the realization of a random algorithm, 
creating a different drawing each time on a surface de-
fined in advance. The first KUKA robot, 31 normally used 
for industrial assemblies and reproducing very complex 
human movements allowed the study of a multitude of 
format and algorithm.

These first series of drawings were shown during the 
Stanley Parable group exhibition at the Levy Delval Gal-
lery. Presented in a series of wall files, the public could 
consult the evolution of the various series.
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